FASHION
Eighth graders Natalie Lomske and Gayle Ebben are all decked out for Spirit Week.

BRING IT ON!
Christian Gjonaj looks rested and ready to tackle the day. Cool shirt!

LUNCH
Who cares that there are a zillion calories in those French fries and Bosco sticks?

CRAZINESS
I think we can cram two more girls into this picture.

HAPPY DAYS
Arielle Bryant, an eighth grader, gladly poses for our yearbook cameras!

TUNES
Could Jack Pritchard be the next Bob Seger? Keep practicing!
FRIENDS

Friends Cody Mullins and Brooke Anderson are taking a break between classes.

SMILES

Hillary Chen and Emma Kelly are all smiles.

LAUGHTER

Ally Monroe, Megan Gentry, Aubrey Bechler and Anne Farrier enjoying an opportunity to dress up for Spirit Week.

CONGESTION

Sometimes you can barely get through these halls, but this is definitely the place to be!

MUSIC

Hiromi Katsumi practices making sweet music with her flute.

PALS

Sarah Kief and Taylor Perry appear to be having a pretty good day.
Spirit Week

GO RAIDERS!
"Spirit Week was great! I had tons of fun. Dressing up is even better in the eighth grade."

Gabby Seltz

"Spirit Week was the coolest ever."

Leslie Van Hamme

"I liked dressing up - especially on the Halloween day."

Michael Hoover
Making memories....
Making friends...
Hitting the books

Knowledge is power!
A Hillside Tradition...

Make A Difference Day

Over 50 students volunteered and worked hard on the brisk November Day! The beautification included plantings and mulching to the Hillside welcome sign area. The grounds of the front entrances were manicured by students and parents who pulled weeds and added mulch. New cedars were planted and the Hillside grounds look great thanks to the efforts of all those who worked to make a difference.
Adding some fun to our day...
Class of 2011

Morgan Dalrymple  Grady Darnell  Megan Dause  Emily Debar  Kevin Decoste  Sara Dedona  Nicholas Dembie

Nicholas Denhof  Scott Denomme  Kelsey Deridder  Spencer Devine  Zackary Donatiello  Erin Donohue  Megan Donohue

Maria Dorantes  Matthew Drago  Bridget Dunn  John Duquesnel  Christopher Dyer  Ashwin Easow  Gayle Ebben

Eric Eisele  Todd Else  Carlie Ely  David Engerer  Jessica Enyeart  Kathleen Evans  Adam Felch

Melissa Finn  Alexander Fisher  Douglas Gantt  Kasey Gardiner  Katie Gasparotto  Katherine Gatz  Emily Gavin
Class of 2011

Kristen Wines  Ryan Winkler  Mallory Wolfgram  Mallory Wolfgram  Jordan Workman  Samuel Wyputa  Daniel Yutzy

Nicklaus Zanotti  Eric Zwierzchowski  Joseph Zywiol
Class of 2012

Chloe Presley  William Price  John Pritchard  Gregory Putman  Hamza Rao  Christian Rea  Keegan Reed

Molly Reitman  Julia Roberts  Jonathon Robideau  Anna Rook  Anthony Rossi  Mary Rumbley  Colin Russell

Kaitlyn Sabourin  Ryosuke Sakai  Shannon Sargent  Courtney Schmidt  Meghan Shannon  Jack Sherman  Moeko Shigawa

Maxwell Shuart  Jeffrey Sims  Kaitlin Slovisky  Madeleine Smith  Victoria Smith  Jessica Snyder  Matthew Sopha

Dylan Spruit  Ani Stamboulian  Bradley Stegmeier  Kathryn Step  Richard Stone  Eric Storm  Derek Strybel
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Class of 2013

Riley Bruen, Austin Buhlig, Andrew Carlone, Brian Carlson, Megan Carroll, Kenneth Chaudoin, Andrew Chen, Michelle Chen, Madeline Chiado, Christine Cho, Travis Cole, Miranda Coman, Spencer Conn, Megan Conner, Joseph Coon, Andrew Copsey, Claire Courtney, Vanessa Cousino, Nicholas Daigneau, Casey Dancer, Michael Dause, Christopher Davis, Anthony Degiorgio, Taylor Dempsey, Grace Derridder, Alexandra Dimitrievski, Andrew Donnelly, Emily Donohoe, Rylee Donovan, Tyler Doroudian, Nicholas Doyle, Olivia Dresvic, Sandra Dul, Patrick Dunn, Erin Dunne
Sixth Grade

Alivia Duquet Cassidy Ebach Henry Echelmeyer Robert Eitelman Matthew Evasie Kirsten Failing Tomothy Fazzini

Jack Fielden Claire Fisher Kellan Flanagan Parker Follner Emily Freiburger Tyler Gardiner Ryan Gardner

Cole Gavigan John Gessert Greta Ginter Megan Girvan Todd Goebel Austin Gorton Vincent Govan

Janelle Gray Allyson Green Shelby Gregory Lauren Gron Grant Groshek Samantha Guardado Gabrielle Guibord

Mark Guidohono Jeremy Gumkowski Christina Hadley Hannah Hammoud Edward Han Ashley Hart Zachary Harthun
Class of 2013

Abby Hayek  Zachary Heller  Sarah Hennessy  Abigail Homing  Katlyn Hilmer  Chandler Hilton  Randal Holloway

Nicholas Holub  Stephanie Hong  Michael Hoover  David Hornshaw  Christina Hui  Austin Hunt  Emily Ifversen

Miki Ishikawa  Claire Jachimowicz  Alexandra Jankulov  Vignesh Jayendran  Sheradan Jennings  Tamyra Johnson  Kevin Johnston

Taylor Jones  Daniel Jovanovski  Rini Jusufi  Jacob Kaminski  Steven Karbownik  Kevin Kargula  Andrea Kchikian

Nicole Khamis  Anna Kilar  Hannah Kim  Phoebe Kimball  Madeline Kipke  Joel Kish  Shane Knolton
Sixth Grade

Aaron Kosmowski  Alison Kozerski  Joseph Kozlowski  Daniel Kubert  Luke Kucera  Heather Lamoureux  Evan Lane

Stephanie Leonetti  Juliana Lim  David Lindow  Anthony Long  Erica Macdonald  Elizabeth Maier  Kali Maissano

Brian Manney  Rebecca Martin  Lindsey Matych  Charles May  Christopher McCarthy  Haley McCullough  James McGlynn

Joe McKeegan  Conner Meeuwsen  Alexis Mencotti  Emily Mikels  Joseph Miklos  Arber Mino  Paul Mizzi

Riku Momoi  Elizabeth Moore  Kathleen Morris  Molly Morris  Spiridon Morris  Shelby Mroz  Tenley Mustonen
What a Great Year It Was!
Where's the Party?
Just hanging out...
WHAT AN HONOR!
Ms. Mary Daar, Hillside counselor, has been given the award for being the Wayne County RESA Ancillary Staff Member. Congratulations, Ms. Daar!

A CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT

GRANTS, GRANTS AND MORE GRANTS
Mr. Dwight Sieggreen was awarded the Daimler Chrysler Closing the Gap in Technology Gold Award, The ING Financial UNSUNG Heros Award, a grant from the Northville Women's Garden Club and the NSTA Make a Difference in Science Education Award.

A TRUE HERO!
Connor Pollifrone thanks Mark Bucrek for saving his life by performing the Heimlich Maneuver while he was choking. Mark is now a finalist for the 2007 Red Cross Hero’s Award.

CONGRATULATIONS!
We are so proud that Mrs. Vickie Kopistiansky, Music Teacher, was named the Northville Public Schools Wayne County Teacher of the Year nominee.

WAY TO GO!
Mrs. Jennifer Lawson, sixth grade teacher was selected as the State Level Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics Teaching.

KUDOS!
Congratulations to Mrs. Dee Krause, seventh grade teacher, for being named the National Council for Social Studies Middle Level Teacher of the Year.
Seventh Grade Women's Select Choir


Seventh Grade Men's Select Choir

Science Olympiad


Student Council

Robotics

Bottom Row from left to right: Brendan Slovisky, Tyler Doroudian, Kisten Failing, Andrew Carlone, Sergio Reyes Pardo, Andrew Chen, Jay Pinnamaneni. Middle Row: Kaitlin Slovisky, Kiki Hilmer, Austin Southwick, Jonah Yamine, Michael Dause, Spiro Morris, Christina Hadley, Brian Carlson. Top Row: Megan Boczar, Sheila Janardham, Meredith Monticello, Emily Pasek, Emily Love, Beth Hadley.

Student Council Officers

Left to right: Liz Allen, Secretary; Megan Boczar, Co-Vice President; Raven Batson, President; Bridget Dunn, Co-Vice President and Greg Putman, Treasurer.

School Improvement Committee

School Improvement Members from left to right: Andrew Poterala representing the seventh grade; Connie Wang representing the sixth grade and Jessica Enyeart, the eighth grade representative. On the far right is Mr. Cracraft, our principal.
Geography Bee Winners


PTSA Reflections Contest Winners

Bottom Row (from left to right): Caitlin Feltner, Trent Currie, Bridget Dunn, Jeff Paletta, Dawson Laabs, Laura Pond, Beth Hadley. Top Row: Ashwin Easow, Andrew Fuller, Emily Nastelin, Raven Batson. Not pictured: Grace DeRidder.
ANIMAL ROOM
CAREGIVERS

From left to right: Jimmy Tian, Meghan O'Brien, Taylor Papp, Suzanne Hasse, Emily Pase

ANIMAL ROOM DOCENTS

Senior KMO Members

Junior KMO Members
Bottom Row: Chris Davis, Nicholas Holub, Daniella Raz, Gretchen Bauermeister, Connie Zuo, Andrew Chen. Middle Row: Andrew Donnelly, Riku Momoi, Hai Wen Yu, Mitchell West, Michael Dause, Eric Tang, Patrick Dunn, Steven Karbownik. Top Row: Mrs. Spaniol, Clare Riley, Lindsey Matych, Erica MacDonald, Alex Tachian, Zach Harthun

Math Counts
Bottom Row from left to right: Bethie Wang, Hillary Chen, Hitomi Katsumi, Marina Haque, Connie Zuo, Juliana Lim, Miki Ishikawa. Row 2: David Mertz, Emily Pasek, Matt Drago, Spencer Miller, Robert Hsu, Bridget Dunn, Catherine Culkin, Rajeev Vadhavkar. Row 3: Mr. Janigian, Ria Bard, Megan Boczor, Stephanie Rinaldi, Xiuy Wang, Ryosuke Sakai, Helen Mulcahy. Top Row: Colin Jaye, Alex Miller, Chuck Reitz.
The girls above represent part of the Drama Club. Bottom Row from left to right: Miranda Coman, Tenley Mustonen, Megan Conner, Shelby Gregory. Top Row: Kayla Hagan, Sylvia Dul, Megan McGlynn, Emily Freiburger.
Eighth Grade Team


Seventh Grade Team

Bottom Row from left to right: Alyssa Moulds, Kim Heinonin, Taylor Young, Jennifer Buckingham, Tonya Ozbecki. Row 2: Shelby Minick, Clare Elise, Sasha Gardner, Meredith Williams, Mary Rumbley, Elaina Weber. Top Row: Coach Dunfee, Coach Joe, Michelle Mueller, Claire McHugh, Alex Gjonaj, Molly Reitman, Shannon Sargent, Katie Step, Madison Merlanti, Manager - Charlotte Master.
Hillside Swim Team


Swim Team

Above: TJ Berryman
Left: Zach Taylor
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Forensics

Bottom row from left to right: Tonya Ozebeka, Meredith Williams, Marina Haque, Connie Zuo, Juliana Lim, Miki Ishikawa. Top row: Mrs. Gibbs, Ria Barad, Sheila Janardhan, Erin Donohoe, Emily Pasek, Emma Holdaway.

Raider Review Staff

Bottom Row from left to right: Sam Guadardo, Becca Willis, Marina Haque, Connie Zuo, Hannah Avdoulos and Maggie Haberstroh. Top Row: Claire Fisher, Zach Harthun, Tenley Mustonen.

Yearbook Staff

Bottom Row from left to right: Natalie Lomske, Claire Else, Brooke Anderson, Erin Dunne, Hayley Wandell, Sam Guardado, Alyssa Moulds, Eric Ripper. Middle Row: Morgan Dairymple, Mary Rounsifer, Molly Reitman, Lauren Colasanti, Julia King, Brady Tyburski, Marina Haque. Top Row: Ms. Convery, Briana Vandervoort, Morgan Parsons, Ria Barad, Natalie Lussier, Sarh Hoover, Ty Schmidt, Gayle Ebben, and Manpreet Mahal.
Cross Country Team

Bottom Row from left to right: Christian Hoppens, Blake Currie, Becky Reynolds, Bobby Mazur, Sam Showerman, Ben Thomas, Adam Zimmer, Russ Rushing. Middle Row from left to right: Sara DeDona, Haig Changelian, Tyler Ulrich, George Kharmis, Tonya Ozbekci, Emily Sklar, Brady Tyburski, Josh DeFresne, Shayne Cahill. Top Row from left to right: Coach Dickson, Katherine Coleman, Ashwin Eassow, David Mertz, Helen Mulcahy, Kyle McCormick, John Mchawe, Stephanie Rinaldi, Colin Jaye.

Football Team

Seventh Grade Girls' Basketball

Bottom Row from left to right: Meredith Williams, Jennifer Buckingham. Middle Row from left to right: Charlotte Master, Elaina Weber, Gabby Foland, Amanda Kemmer, TJ Jayasuriya, Kim Hetonen, Emily Foland. Top Row from left to right: Coach Lorrie Kingsbury, Mallory Weber, Shelby Minick, Allyson Coppock, Aly Bates, Laura Pond, Michelle Nelson.

Eighth Grade Girls' Basketball

Seventh Grade Boys' Basketball


Eighth Grade Boys' Basketball

Seventh Grade Cheerleaders

Bottom Row from left to right: Madison Bruns, Haley King, Kahley Wozniak, Taylor Papp, Andrea Gonzales-Paul. Middle Row from left to right: Courtney Schmidt, Christina Petrucci, Shannon Sargent, Alyia Byrd. Top Row from left to right: Rachel Polanski, Katie Step, Sara Lovelace.

Eighth Grade Cheerleaders

Bottom Row from left to right: Molly Shuart, Gayle Ebben, Sydney Johnson, Courtney Wagner, Alexandra Schoemaker. Middle Row from left to right: Alyssa Wierzbicki, Katie Bielskis, Liz Allen, Jessica Enyeart. Top Row from left to right: Katie Parks, Chloe Gibert, Caitlin Steinberg.
Hillside's Jazz Band

Bottom Row from left to right: Jonah Yamine, Ben Thomas, Sara DeDonno, Michael Dause, Hitomi Katsumi, Eric Ripper, Sophia Saao. Middle Row: David Mertz, Conrad Mahr, Jack Pritchard, Jake Schmelter, Matt Drago, Laura Yurgalite, Beth Hadley, Will Price, Mr. Lanzi. Top Row: Emily Nastelin, Eric Petty, Adam Jakiela, Megan Boczar, Alec Wagner, Erik Hjelmberg.

Solo and Ensemble Band

Bottom Row from left to right: Jillian Kastly, Hitomi Katsumi, Margaret Brennan, Alie Jezak, Alyssa Moulds, Meghan O'Brien, Christian Hoppens. Middle Row: Molly Reitman, Emily McPherson, Emma Holdaway, Elizabeth Hadley, Sara DeDonna, Ashley Marcangelo, Jimmy Tian, Hillary Chen, Marina Haque, Michael Loh.
The Honor Choirs at Hillside

Hillside Honors Choir
From left to right: Kellie Lorrain, Marissa Lovett, Emily Love, Emily Nast, Allison Boss, Erin Donohoe, Morgan Dalrymple, Danielle Borthwick and Megan Dause. Mrs. Kopistiansky, Choir Director is standing in the back.

State Honors Choir
From left to right: Marissa Lovett, Allison Boss, Erin Donohoe, Morgan Dalrymple, Danielle Bothwick and Megan Dause. Standing in the back is Mrs. Kopistiansky.

Men’s Honor Choir
Bottom Row from left to right: Nick Denhof, Logan Hill, Mrs. Kopistiansky, Gordon Wells and Eric Ripper. Top Row: Justin Cospito, David Ketelhut, Joey Close and John Duquesnel. Not pictured is Mike Wegryn and Dan Yutzy.
Eighth Grade Women's Select Choir


Eighth Grade Men's Select Choir

Bottom Row from left to right: Ryan Trotter, Adam Adkins, George Kharnis, Scott Denomme, Nick Denhof, Gordon Wells, Eric Ripper. Middle Row: Tyler Amyx, John Marker, Joey Close, Alex Lozser, Duncan Grant, Logan Hill, Jon Alandt, Mrs. Kopistiansky. Top Row: Justin Cospito, Spencer Devine, David Ketelhut, and John Daquesnel. Not pictured: Mike Wegryn and Dan Yutzy.
Sixth Grade Band - Hour 5


Sixth Grade Band - Hour 4

Sixth Grade Band - Hour 3


Sixth Grade Band - Hour 2

Seventh Grade Band - Hour 1


Seventh Grade Band - Hour 6

Eighth Grade Band


Ben Thomas gets some practice in on his guitar. Ryan Winkler and Jake Schmelter know practice makes perfect!
{Write Now!}

{Music}

Favorite CDs:

Favorite artists:

{Fashion}

Favorite stores:

{Movies}

Favorite movies:

{Television}

Favorite shows:
Talia Leman, Sarah Larson, Emma Skahill and Lanna Whitlock take their relationship to the next level by using their combined efforts to organize help for those in need after Hurricane Katrina. Together, they solicited more than $20,000 in donations from Toys "R" Us, Office Depot and Target.
Most likely to...

Be on American Idol:

Appear on Broadway:

Become president:

Get married:

Go to Harvard:

Appear on Oprah:

Become a doctor:

Become a school principal:

Work for the FBI:

Be a video game tester:
Memories

Best concert:

Best hangout:

Best date:

Coolest party:

Most embarrassing moment:
No need to decide on just one picture to frame anymore. Now you can share all of your memories on one digital photo frame by loading all of your favorite pictures into digital rotation.
Geared-up gadgets like the new iPhone from Apple capture the imagination of teens everywhere.
{Autographs}
Hillside Middle School